Route 4: Carlton Road

Proposed directional signage

Existing advisory 20mph speed limit for school road marking 20mph added to existing speed limit.

Proposed directional signage

Existing signage rationalised with directional signage for route to Newark Town Centre and Hawton Road.

Warning road marking and signs for junction with Beech Avenue.

Existing advisory 20mph School speed limit and cycle route sign. Additional 20mph rounds on road.

Existing signage rationalised with directional signage for route to Newark Town Centre and Hawton Road.

Existing Shared Cycle Footway
Proposed Shared Cycle Footway
Proposed Segregated Cycle Footway
Existing Shared Cycle Footway
Existing Shared Cycle Footway
Existing Dedicated Cycleway
Proposed Dedicated Cycleway
Existing / Proposed Toucan Crossing
Existing Highway line to be removed
Existing Highway line